The value of MRI in evaluating perirectal and pelvic disease.
MRI of the perirectal region is facilitated by the superb soft tissue contrast, multiplanar imaging capability, lack of respiratory motion artifact and absence of clip artifact which can hamper visualization by CT scan. MRI provides distinct advantages over CT scanning without the need for ionizing radiation or the injection of intravenous contrast material. This study reviews the findings in 18 consecutive patients with a variety of perirectal pathologies including rectal carcinoma (3), gynecologic neoplasm (8), sacral lesions (2), pelvic arteriovenous malformations (2), inflammatory bowel disease (2), and a pelvic kidney (1). In the perirectal region, MR was useful to show normal tissue planes, benign processes which can mimic neoplasm, intrapelvic extension of malignancy and adenopathy.